BENEFITS & COMPENSATION SURVEY - DRAFT
1. Have your benefits and compensation ever been affected by one of the following?
a. Deactivations deemed not at fault by PBOT
b. Deactivations deemed not at fault by TNC
c. Technology issues
d. Due to an accident
2. Is there transparency on pay, regarding per trip breakdown?
a. Scale 1-10
3. Are you currently earning a living wage after expenses? Y/N
4. Check all expenses that apply
a. Car washes
b. Oil changes
c. Transmission
d. Technology (cameras, phone updates, data packaged update)
e. Air conditioning
f. Tires
g. Damaged
h. Other, comment box
5. Do you think it would be fair to be compensated for all hours driven? Y/N
a. Would you like to see the shortfalls be covered by TNC’s in accordance with Oregon State minimum wage laws?
6. Do you feel pressured to accept all rides you get from the platform because it might affect your wages or ratings? Additional Comment Box.
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7. Would you like the option to advertise for other businesses in your car to potentially increase profits?
8. What factors impact your earning potential? Please describe below
9. Have you deferred vehicle maintenance because of low pay? Y/N
a. If no, how did you pay for these expenses?
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Savings
Credit card
Loans
Other

10. In the last 12 months, how much money have you spent on regular maintenance because of TNC services? Such as oil changes, wiper blades,
bulbs, etc. (aside from gas)?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

$0-250
$250-500
$500-750
$750-1,000
$1,000-1,500
Other, add box

11. In the past 12 months, how much money have you spent on unexpected maintenance?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
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$0-250
$250-500
$500-750
$750-1,000
$1,000-1,500
Other, add box
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12. How much do you set aside for taxes?
a. Do you do standard deduction?
b. Would you like TNCs to provide more detailed information to assist you with your taxes? (Such as quarterly prepayments)? Y/N
13. Do you think you would make more as an independent contractor or an employee? Y/N
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